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MORSE project (Model-based Optimization for efficient use of

About MORSE Project

ReSources and Energy) is one of the projects currently in progress
within SPIRE-07-2017. MORSE project aims to optimize raw material
resources' efficiency through integrated solutions. The MORSE
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approach consists in adopting new software tools for model-based
predictive control, multi criteria through process optimization and
quality management with overall process coordination. The main

On-line Consortium Meeting

overall goal is to reduce the use of raw material and energy while

Latest Results of MORSE

increasing the high quality and the production rates.
The main activities within the MORSE project include exhaustive
analysis of 15 use cases within three different industrial sites and
production processes (carbon steel, stainless steel and cast steel),

2nd Reporting Period Meeting
in October 2020

development of specific and detailed unit process models, the
integration

of

those

models

in

through

process

optimization

platforms and decision support systems, demonstrator and software
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applications, testing and evaluation periods of MORSE results in real
industrial settings and exploitation plans, and last, but not least,
diverse communication and dissemination activities.
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EDITORIAL
MORSE PROJECT 2017-2021
The third year of MORSE project comes to its end in September 2020. It has not been an easy period due to the terrible
situation of Covid-19 around the world. Our lives have dramatically changed and our way of working is not an exception.
All partners have brilliantly adapted to the so-called "new normality" and have been working very hard at home during the
confinement periods to keep progressing on the tasks of MORSE project. As a result, only few minor delays have
happened without affecting the schedule of the overall project. Perhaps, this is not a great victory but there is no doubt
about the efforts to achieve it and how important these efforts will show themselves at the end of the project.
From MORSE project, we would like to encourage people to stay safe and do special efforts to adapt to the situation,
which is not easy at all. Before entering into the contents of our 3rd newsletter, we would like to talk to you about the
folktale of King Solomon and his most trusted advisor Benaiah. We will not waste much of your time here telling you the
whole story, but to cut a long story short: King Solomon asks his counsellor for a magic ring with the power of changing
the mood of a person, the power of making a happy man sad and, most importantly, turn a sad man into a happy one.
Benaiah searches for months this magic ring until he finds a little store of a humble goldsmith. This man tells Benaiah that
he may have what he is looking for. Astonished, Benaiah waits as the old man forages in the back of his store and comes
back with a ring. Benaiah looks at it and runs to see King Solomon. Benaiah gives the ring to the King and after checking
it with not much enthusiasm he finds an engraving in the inside part of the ring:
"This too shall pass".
Stay safe, take care of yourselves and your beloved ones and remember: This too shall pass.
30th September 2020
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On the 12th May, took place the first

MORSE project is progressing according to schedule with only minor delays,
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Meetings, having a whole day online
meeting has been quite a challenge.

The whole consortium is now working hard with final versions of implementation
and integration activities in three industrial sites. After this task, we are heading
to the testing and validation phase in order to see the MORSE solutions in real

Once again, the resilience and optimism

industrial environments. We have totally 15 use cases, all aiming for more

of MORSE partners became evident and

optimized and energy efficient processes, taking place in our industrial

a long online meeting in a confinement

companies SSAB, Outokumpu and MFL. For us, this is a very exciting period,

period turned out to be a productive

testing our tools in real process environment and evaluating the real value of our

space for sharing results and thoughts

work.

about MORSE project, and planning the
next steps. The 1st part of the session
was dedicated to WP presentations and
Use Case results, while the 2nd part was
mostly about planning the next tasks and
discussing how the Covid-19 situation
might affect the MORSE project.
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LATEST RESULTS OF MORSE PROJECT
Latest Results
During the last year, the efforts in the

However, as Wiston Churchill said: "Now

preparation

the

this is not the end. It is not even the
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beginning of the end. But it is, perhaps,

solutions for MORSE project have come
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Our tools are ready and have been tested

once additional experience is gained. This

off-line and in controlled environments.

is a continuous learning, upgrading and

Now, it is the time to prove them in real

testing cycle and at the end, resilient,

industrial sites.

efficient and optimized tools for the steel
industry will come out.

Public Deliverables in our website, spire2030.eu/morse
D1.2 System requirements

D6.1 Project website.

specification (SRS).

D6.2 Dissemination plan.

D1.3 List of generic KPIs to assess

D6.3 Communication plan.

the system functionality and

D6.4 Initial exploitation plan

benchmarks for system validation

D7.1 Setting up project

on use cases.

content management system

D2.1 Layout of process models.

MORSE, STEEL AND GREEN DEAL
EU Green Deal
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benefits in 10 areas. The area number 3

project contributes to mitigate climate
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area 3, two topics can be highlighted:
Topic 1: Closing the industrial carbon
cycle to combat climate change; and
Topic

2:
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of

systemic

solutions for the territorial deployment of
the circular economy. More info: SPIRE
& Green Deal.
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MORSE project currently addresses these
challenges searching for a more efficient
production of high-quality steel products
in terms of energy and raw materials
while addressing environmental impacts
(decreasing number of rejections and
subsequently solid waste) and reducing
CO2 emissions in the context
of a Europe more and more concern about
Climate Change, sustainability and compe
titiveness in non-EU markets.
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SUMMARY OF YEAR 3
Already 3 years!
Already 36 months have passed and our first tools are ready and integrated within the industrial sites to start the
validation process. Most of the work now will be framed in WP3: Process Route Optimization, WP4: Application
Development, and WP5: Verification and Validation. Additional efforts need to be done to adapt project implementation
to the "new normality", patiently waiting for coming back into in-situ activities and face-to-face meetings.

The vision of Morse is to develop and apply control software
solutions for integrated optimization of the entire chain of
production processes, to minimize the use of resources for
producing high quality products with maximum yield.

MORSE LAST AND FUTURE EVENTS
We are looking forward to meeting you again!
Last Events where MORSE has participated:

FUDIPO and COCOP Final Workshop (11.03.2020)
Joint Event of CoPro project (02.04.2020)

Coming Events:

5th ESTAD 2021, June 14-18,2021
Special Issue in the Journal Metals: "Modeling and Simulation of Metallurgical
Processes in Ironmaking and Steelmaking". Deadline: 15.07.2021. More Info: here.

Do you want to share your thoughts about MORSE project with us?

Follow us in Twitter, LinkedIn and don't miss the news in
www.spire2030.eu/morse
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